
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Price vs sustainability
•• Attitudes about and experiences with packaging
•• Important qualities in food packaging
•• Perceptions and associations of packaging materials
•• Attitudes about packaging and brand

Most food shoppers share relatively lukewarm opinions about their ideal
packaging and at the end of the day, features that fundamentally effect the
bottom line, like food freshness and reseal ability, rise to the top suggesting that
brand need to consider the user experience first and foremost.

Despite buzziness, sustainability is currently a “nice to have”, although gaining
importance through younger consumers. Most consumers are not currently
willing to pay more for sustainable options, but this trend is likely to turn towards
environmentally friendliness with each new generation.

Scepticism coupled with complicated rules, regulations and practices may be
another prevalent a barrier to consumer allegiance to sustainability calling for
brands to help simplify things. Consumers are still conflicted about
environmental responsibility, yet more likely to put the onus on brands than
themselves suggesting that they want experts to step in and up.

While packaging first and foremost needs to protect the integrity of its
contents, it can also be a streamlined portal of information that aligns with new
paths to discovery leading young foodies to additional resources of
information (eg QR codes. social media, and even subscription purchase
platforms) that can supplement basic messaging.
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“Consumers are mostly in sync
with each other when it
comes to packaging
perceptions and priorities.
Most don’t want to
compromise on the
effectiveness of packaging, or
pay more for “better” options.
Sustainability becomes
negotiable, and a useful tool
in product differentiation,
especially if costs are kept
down.”
– Michele Scott, Associate
Director
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• Retailers and brands partner to simplify sustainability for
consumers
Figure 9: Kellogg x Albertsons Earth Day Events

• Low-to-no packaging
• Interactive tech takes messaging further without clutter

Figure 10: QR Codes on packaging, 2023
• More operators announce plans to take a stand
• Trader Joe’s continues efforts to reduce waste
• Innovative packaging materials may help ease a

sustainability paradox

• Packaging, messaging not top of mind
• Consumers need a nudge to explore more than sell by dates
• Brands can lead consumers to better sustainable habits,

understanding
• Packaging woes start with faulty delivery, end with excess
• No one wants packaging to fail; those under 45 want a lot

more

Figure 11: Price versus sustainability, 2023
• Sustainable tides are turning, slowly

Figure 12: Price versus sustainability, by generation 2023
• Inflation is a deterrent, but not the only one

Figure 13: Price versus sustainability, by financial situation,
2023

• Sustainable consumers are niche, but engaged, with all
things packaging
Figure 14: Price versus sustainability, by attitudes about
packaging, 2023

• Packaging failure is the great equalizer
Figure 15: Price versus sustainability, by attitudes about
packaging, 2023

• All roads should lead to freshness, quality
Figure 16: important information on packaging, 2023

• Younger adults more likely to seek holistic quality claims
Figure 17: important information on packaging, by generation,
2023

• Use packaging to build versatile routines, incentives into
loyalty with parents

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

FOOD PACKAGING – FAST FACTS

PRICE VS SUSTAINABILITY

IMPORTANT PACKAGE MESSAGING
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Figure 18: important information on packaging, by parental
status, 2023

• Reducing waste can’t come at a cost
Figure 19: Attitudes about packaging, 2023

• New generations bring new priorities
Figure 20: Attitudes about packaging, by generation, 2023

• Waste reduction is a first step towards sustainable efforts
Figure 21: Attitudes about packaging, by financial situation,
2023

• Let packaging provide simple solutions
Figure 22: Important packaging qualities, 2023

• Packaging that solves the food waste problem has real
value
Figure 23: Important packaging qualities, by financial
situation, 2023

• Packaging materials can specialize
Figure 24: Associations with packaging materials, 2023

• Generation divides reflect changing perceptions
Figure 25: Associations with Plastic, by various demographics,
2023

• Glass packaging’s perceptions may dim
Figure 26: Associations with Glass, by various demographics,
2023

• Paper wins on sustainability
Figure 27: Associations with Paper, by various demographics,
2023

• Perceptions on metal need help shifting
Figure 28: Associations with Metal, by various demographics,
2023

• Recycled materials need more to their narrative
Figure 29: Associations with Recycled materials, by various
demographics, 2023

• Despite consumer apathy, packaging is a critical choice for
both manufacturers and shoppers
Figure 30: Packaging experiences and influence, 2023

• Younger consumers are more willing to pay

PACKAGING ATTITUDES

IMPORTANT FOOD PACKAGING QUALITIES

PACKAGING MATERIAL PERCEPTIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

PACKAGING EXPERIENCES AND INFLUENCE
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Figure 31: Packaging experiences and influence, by
generation, 2023

• Packaging brings critical value
Figure 32: Packaging experiences and influence, by financial
situation, 2023

• Environmental impacts are difficult to pin down
Figure 33: Packaging and brand, 2023

• Cost of environmentalism falls to younger generations
Figure 34: Packaging and brand, 2023

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

CONSUMER ATTITUDES ABOUT BRAND AND SUSTAINABILITY

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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